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THANK YOU!

Thanks for your help to
make our annual Ripton
Ridge Run another huge

success!  

 

FALL 2021

We could use your help!

Substitute -  ACSD and RES are looking for
substitutes to f i l l  various positions in our schools.
Contact the Central  Office to help.

Volunteer -  We are looking for volunteer drivers to
occasionally provide student transportation to
and from school.  Interested? Email
riptonoffice@acsdvt.org for more information.

FORS - the Friends Of Ripton School supports the
RES community.  They organize fundraising
projects throughout the year,  plan events,  and
help provide extra-curricular activities and
events.  Contact forsincvt@gmail .com to get
involved.

GET INVOLVED AT RES
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News from the Principal
TRACEY HARRINGTON

Dear  Ripton Elementary School community --

Thank you for taking some time to read our tri-
annual newsletter.  The start to the school year had
a number of unexpected challenges for many
schools and families,  but there were (and are) many
wonderful things happening as well .  Children are so
trusting,  so resil ient and full  of  joy that it  is  a gift  to
be around them. They build relationships with ease,
they forgive and move on,  they f ind enjoyment in so
many l ittle things --they want to do well  and always
do the best they can.  In the pages that follow, you
will  read about the many wonderful things our
students have been doing in their  classes.  As I  write
this ,  we have a steady parade of kids heading to the
Health Office for their  Covid vaccine.  One week
from Thanksgiving,  I  can’t  think of anything that
could make me more grateful than to see our kids
getting the protection they,  and our communities,
need from Covid.  To imagine us f inally coming out
of this pandemic and feeling safe and comfortable
being in community again after so long. Thank you
to Addison County Home Health and our ACSD
Nurses for making the school-specific cl inics
possible.  And thank you,  as well ,  to all  our area
health care workers and suppliers who have made
the distribution and administration of the vaccine
possible.  We have so many things to be grateful for
--despite the darkness that creeps in on us from
time to time. Thank you for your ongoing support of
our students’  healthy learning and development.  We
look forward to the months ahead and the exciting
adventures the year will  bring.  

Sincerely,
Tracey Harrington, 
Ripton Elementary School Principal



Primary Unit

MELISSA GIROUX AND CHARLOTTE HOLMQUIST

The Primary Class has had a great start to the
school year!  We have taken full  advantage of the
mild weather by balancing our time in and out of
our classroom. Our outdoor classroom has become
an extension of our indoor space and has allowed
us to integrate our skil ls  within the natural
environment.  I f  you hear the howls of a coyote and
the yip-yip of her cubs in tow, you’l l  be sure to f ind
the K-2 students and their fearless leader in our
outdoor space.  Ask a K-2 student how the Coyotes
explore the woods!  

Our units of inquiry this fall  have been Sharing the
Planet and How we Organize Ourselves.  Students
worked in the beginning of the year to build a
respectful classroom community.  They focused on
understanding their individual needs and how to
solve problems peacefully .  Early in the year,  we
worked as a K-2 class to build classroom
agreements and establish class jobs and routines.
Students then identif ied what is  unique about
themselves and discovered how their classmates
hold similar or different traits than they do.  

Primary Programs of
Inquiry:

HOW WE ORGANIZE
OURSELVES

 
SHARING THE PLANET
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 Our inquiry led to the central  idea that
understanding ourselves and others can build
an equitable learning community.  How we
Organize Ourselves has us inquiring about how
products meet our wants and needs.  Students
have been exploring markets and trades and
will  culminate our inquiry with an engineering
and design project.  Students will  create/ design
a product to solve a problem or fulf i l l  a need in
their own l ife.  They will  then “sell”  their  product
at a “ local market.”  

We’re looking forward to the winter months as
we continue to explore our wonders and
curiosities,  and the changes of our beautiful
school yard.  

Happy Fall ,
Mrs.  Giroux & Mrs.  Holmquist 
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Vermont
Wildlife
Blueberries
Friends
Family
Pets
Mom
Dad
Inventions
Home
Freedom

Helpers
Everyone
Books
Plants
Animals
Teachers
Toys
Pizza
School
Doctors
Games

Ripton students are
thankful for :



September 17,  2021  We had another student-led inquiry.  We played many types of board games.  There were f ive
small  groups.  My group played two games together.  The class does Independent Reading at the end of the day.
We choose a book that we are interested in reading.  One group is learning how to write letters in cursive.  Today
we learned U and W. In math,  we have been learning about rounding numbers to the nearest 10 and 100. We are
learning about Egyptian Numbers with our calendar.

Each week students in third,  fourth,  and fifth grade reflect on their learning for the
week. We hope you enjoy our summaries.

 
August 25,  2021 Our class did some cooperative work this week.  We worked with partners to build a tower made
of paper.  Using only one piece of paper,  one foot of tape,  and scissors we made the tallest tower we could.  One
tower was 38" tall .  We also made a paper structure that would hold a book.  The strongest structure held nine
books.  In math,  we learned about the definition of a square.  Groups of students had four craft sticks that they
colored. The groups had to build a square using all  of  the sticks.  However,  each student could only touch their
own sticks.  Some groups were able to build up to eleven squares.  We are learning how to use Sketchnotes to
remember information and put it  in order.  Using sketches,  words,  and other graphics,  we record the activity or
story.  
September 3,  2021 This week we worked together to make nature houses in our outdoor classroom using 
 materials we found there.  We made a Sketchnote about it .  Today we started writing how we made nature
houses.  In math,  one group of students is  practicing addition facts and learning how to use the addition table.
Our group is working with factors and products.  We also learned about the order of operations.  We had our
Morning Meeting in our outdoor classroom this week.  We take turns drawing a name card and introducing each
other.  We have been getting to know each by f iguring out three ways we are similar and three ways we are
different.
September 10,  2021 Our calendar has a pattern that went up by eleven. Both our number system and the
Egyptian Number system group by tens.  In math,  one group is learning about volume by building with cubes.
Another group is learning about the subtraction fact table and how to use strategies.  We have been playing
math games,  too.  This week we are writing paragraphs about how we made our nature houses with our partner.
We used our Sketchnotes to help with our writing.  We took a break and checked on our spinach. It  is  growing.
We ate an apple from the apple tree by our garden. At the end of the day we got into small  groups and put
together puzzles.  Most of them were geography puzzles.  
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Intermediate Unit
SUSAN OGILVIE



September 24,  2021 We were making origami and the oldest kids led
this.  We made a frog,  dog,  bird,  panda, and animal claws.  In math
one group is learning about place value,  addition with place value
and on a number l ine.  The other group is learning about multiples
and factors.  For our IB Inquiry we are learning about the different
types of communities.  
October 1 ,  2021 Both reading groups are making sketchnotes about
the chapters they read. Then we write a summary about it .  In math,
one group is learning how to add numbers using a number l ine and
the standard algorithm. The other group is learning about multiples
and least common multiples.  We solve word problems and find the
volume of a shape. This week for the Student Led Hour we set up
stations outside on the playground and had a game to play with each
group. It  was really fun and we all  were kind.
October 14,  2021 In math,  we are learning to add with regrouping.
We are doing the standard algorithm in addition.  The other group is
learning about area with multiplication(partial  products) and
division with remainders.  In the inquiry section we learned about
plate tectonics.  The plates coll ide and can make mountains and
earthquakes.  Vermont was formed 450 mill ion years ago south of the
equator and moved very slowly to where it  is  now. We read a book
called Fossil  Girl  to kick off  our new unit of study.
October 22,  2021 For Literacy we worked hard in our group on our
summary of Chapter 12 in the book Because of Winn-Dixie.  The  other
reading group is reading Seedfolks.  We made Sketchnotes and typed
summary paragraphs about the characters Sam and Virgil  and what
they l iked to grow in the garden. We learned that sedimentary rocks
form from erosion,  particles f loating down a river ,  they get deposited
into the sea and settle in layers.  There is  pressure on the layers to
change into sedimentary rock over mill ions of years.  Metamorphic
rocks change from sedimentary and igneous rocks into metamorphic
rocks from extreme heat and pressure.  We made l ittle books about
how this happens.  Our October calendar has coins,  mats,  and shapes
that show different fractions,  money,  and decimals.  In math,  one
group is learning how to subtract on a number l ine.  The other group
is learning how to divide amounts with remainders.  
We watched a video about the history of weaving and learned that
people 30,000 years ago wove baskets and made clothing.  For our
Student Led Hour the leaders used CDs and made 13 loops with yarn.
We prepared them for three days for everyone to weave them .  
October 29.  2021 In math one group is adding and subtracting
fractions and decimals with money.  The other group is subtracting 3
digit  numbers on a number l ine.  We are solving word problems. Our
October calendar was about fractions,  decimals,  and money.  This
week we learned about igneous rock and the rock cycle in Inquiry.
The rock cycle has erosion,  transportation,  deposition of sediment,
heat and pressure,  and then there is  magma in the volcano. The
whole cycle repeats over and over.  We drew a picture of it .  In the
book Seedfolks,  we finished reading the last chapter about Florence.
Her great grandparents were freed slaves who walked from Louisiana
to Colorado. Her father called her sisters and her seedfolks because
they were the f irst people of color in the whole county.  In Because of
Winn-Dixie,  Opal makes fr iends because of her dog. She is changing.
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R I P T O N  R I D G E  R U N  
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We had a wonderful day for the 2021 Ridge Run. Over 175 people -
participants,  fr iends and volunteers -  were on hand to enjoy the

mild weather,  the race and the festivities  Thanks for taking part in
our community's event to support our school and our students!


